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Introduction
Wet Earth Colliery is of national and international importance primarily due to the
activities of James Brindley, the eminent engineer.
Brindley's solution to water problems at the colliery remains unique in the annals of
coalmining history and provides us with an insight into the genius with which he was
to approach other, better documented projects.
Poorly illustrated by contemporary historians, the rise and fall of Wet Earth Colliery
is briefly described in the following notes:The Irwell Valley Fault follows the course of the river Irwell in a north east to south
west direction.
The fault is a 3000ft downthrow of strata with rocks known as the Permian Measures
overlying the coal measures north of the fault.
Basically, on the southern (Clifton) bank of the river we find coal outcropping close
to surface whereas on the northern (Ringley) bank, those same coal seams are almost
3000ft below the surface!
It is conceivable that at an early date, the coal outcropping to surface would have been
discovered and mined on a small scale, possibly via bell-pits or drift mines.
Quickly worked out, these crude attempts were of no use commercially and it was not
until 1740 when John Heathcote, a gentleman landowner, sank the first 'deep' mine on
site, that major efforts were made to win coal.
Having employed an engineer to direct the shaft sinking, Heathcote looked forward to
prosperity, an expectation that was unfortunately thwarted by water which flooded the
mine soon after completion.
His choice of engineer was well thought out.
Hailing from a strong mining background Matthew Fletcher was able to draw on the
experience of his father who held extensive mining rights in Bolton, and his brother
who worked collieries in the Atherton area.
Even with this cumulative knowledge, Fletcher was unable to effect drainage and in
1750 the up and coming James Brindley was called upon for advice.
Tales regarding the meeting between Heathcote, Brindley and Fletcher appear to have
been romanticised over the years but nonetheless, in 1752 Brindley was credited with
the construction of a weir at Ringley.
From it he drove a passage some 800yd to a point opposite the colliery albeit on the
wrong side of the river.

Working to an imaginative plan, Brindley led the water into an inverted siphon ('U'
bend) discharging onto the southern bank of the Irwell.
The flowing water was then channelled along a stream bed to the colliery where it
continued to a large chamber adjacent to the pit shaft itself.
Here it drove a wooden water wheel which in turn operated pumps that eventually
drained the workings. Both drive water and pumped water were taken away from the
wheel chamber via a tailrace which discharged back to the river.
Granted a new lease of life the colliery prospered and in 1790 Matthew Fletcher, now
landowner, began to extend Brindley's feeder stream to link with the Manchester,
Bolton and Bury Canal in readiness for the latter opening to traffic in 1801.
Access to a wider market generated expansion at Wet Earth and in 1804 the purchase
of a steam engine was coupled with the sinking of a second shaft to signify a new era.
By 1860, control of the mining interests had passed from the Fletcher family to
Joseph and Josiah Evans who had extensive holdings in the Haydock area.
Along with their nephews, the Pilkington Brothers, they formed the Clifton & Kersley
Coal Company and sank a third shaft. Initially it was used as a furnace ventilation
shaft but in 1898 this dangerous practise was superseded when a ventilation fan was
purchased and installed at the pit-head.
Between 1880 and 1900 there was a strong investment in surface plant.
Coal screening equipment and a railway yard were constructed to deal with increased
production from deeper seams and in 1901 compressed air rope haulage was installed
to replace the use of ponies below ground.
Between 1900 and 1917 many seams became exhausted and after the 1921 coalstrike, only the plodder re-opened.
In 1928 economics finally signified the closure of Wet Earth Colliery and in 1929 the
Clifton and Kersley Coal Company ceased to exist, having amalgamated with other
local collieries to form the Manchester Collieries Limited.
Lying derelict, the colliery was amazingly saved from industrial re-development and
in 1958 two engineers, A.G. Banks and R.B. Schofield, were drawn to the site thus
acting as a catalyst for the interest which has consumed me for the last fifteen years,
and latterly for the project detailed within this report.
Mark D. Wright
May 1993

Chapter One - Setting the Scene
Clifton is approximately half way between Manchester and Bolton and some five
miles from its more famous counterpart of Worsley.
Having recently been described by the tourism chiefs from Salford City Council as an
‘idyllic river valley’ it appears a complete contrast to the scene 60 years ago.
In 1928, two years after the General Strike and during the subsequent depression,
Clifton, primarily a coal mining area was badly hit.
Mines were in private ownership and profits had to be forthcoming both for owners
and shareholders.
On 2nd February 1928 at a meeting of the directors, it was decided that Wet Earth
Colliery was no longer profitable and it was resolved that:-

In consequence of the present unsatisfactory market
conditions and despite the low wages cost per ton, that Wet
Earth Colliery be closed forthwith and until further
notice……….1
Thus ended the life of what was possibly the longest working pit in the area.

Closure did not immediately entail the removal of the pit buildings as it does today,
rather the opposite.
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Buildings and especially the shafts were left intact in the hope that economics would
justify the mines being re-opened.
The latter day use of early shafts at the nearby Agecroft Colliery is a prime example
of such an occurrence.
It has been said that buildings were still standing at Wet Earth Colliery even as late as
1945 but we have to admit that there are no records to support this comment.
Written evidence is particularly scarce due to the fact that about 20 years after closure
of the colliery a large number of original records were destroyed by the estates
management office.
Nobody could really say what was lost but without doubt, little survives today!
Factories, power stations and housing have appeared within the vicinity of Wet Earth
Colliery although, with the exception of the M62 motorway which cuts across the
eastern side of the site, both industrial and domestic redevelopment have left the
colliery virtually unscathed.
Huge amounts of ballast were required by the motorway contractors and a suitable
source was discovered at Clifton in 1967.
Although the gravel extraction fortuitously avoided the main colliery area the scale of
operation can be seen even today in the form of a lake which is by far one of the most
dominant features of the area.

Previous to this, the National Coal Board attempted to landscape the derelict site by
planting a profusion of trees and, although an admirable gesture in 1964, the near 30
year old trees are now creating conflict between arboriculturist and industrial
archaeologist!

By 1966, management of local river valleys had passed into control of the Croal
Irwell Valley Conference2.
Involving Lancashire County Council and the former boroughs of Salford and Bolton,
the conference identified three major objectives;
•
•
•

to improve the valley environment
to improve public access
to improve the scope for recreational use

Between 1966 and 1973 much progress was made in stimulating the public’s
awareness towards the valley. They were told to look after and enjoy the countryside
on their doorstep and by 1979 few could deny that they had heard of the Croal Irwell
Valley.
A report on the Greater Manchester County, Croal Irwell Local Plan stated in 1979
that ‘Clifton House Farm offers potential for a variety of recreational uses; these
should be primarily quiet and informal, incorporating local history’3
Although the quiet and informal use of the Clifton House Farm site was immediately
implemented via a countryside warden service, it was not until 1988 that official
interest was properly channelled to include local history.
Between 1979 and 1987 Clifton House Farm was firmly established on the North
West leisure scene.
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Tree planting and grading around the lake provided suitable habitat for a variety of
birds whilst stocking the waters with fish was welcomed by local angling groups;
walkers found the well defined nature trails and paths were easy to follow.
Every group was catered for except the local historian.
Poor woodland management now meant that trees were growing less than 3ft away
from each other. Decaying timbers lay beneath the branches of saplings whilst
blackberry bushes quickly filled any remaining spaces.
Neglect had created a veritable jungle making any form of survey impossible and
amongst all this ‘nature’, only the knowledgeable individual would be able to trace
the vague remains of Wet Earth Colliery.
BY the mid-1980’s a movement had arisen to make people aware of their urban
heritage and one local result of this was the Greater Manchester Archaeological Unit
being commissioned to excavate a cottage below Dixon Fold.
The location of the cottage was known although pit waste and undergrowth covered
the whole area making it impossible to find the remains without careful searching.
A successful operation revealed the foundations and today the walls have been
restored to a height of about 4ft. Under similar conditions, the colliery locomotive
shed was tidied up and here luck prevailed with timber sleepers being revealed
beneath the pit waste.
By June 1990 the cycle of destruction that started in 1928 had turned a full circle.
The green movement had prospered causing leisure and open spaces to become
politically important and in the face of possible local re-organisation the idea of a
country park scheme was adopted.
The old terminology of ‘Clifton House Farm Site’ was abandoned in favour of the
current title ‘Clifton Country Park’ and amidst this political scenario, Alan Davies,
Museum Officer at Salford Mining Museum was consulted regarding interpretation
of the site.
Being in a far better position to advise on historical and archaeological background
than the planners at council level he was immediately able to assess the situation and
offer long term guidance.
Within a matter of months he brought together a group of enthusiasts and formed the
‘Wet Earth Colliery Exploration Group’ (WECEG) who were briefed to delve deeper
into the fascinating if somewhat frustrating remnants of Wet Earth Colliery.

Chapter Two – Previous Research
Although many have attempted to recount the history of the mine it has long been
established that few contemporary records exist which give reference to Wet Earth
Colliery.
As long ago as 1795, Aiken4, gave quite a detailed account in his work. Smiles5 gave
further discourse to the subject in 1861 whilst Corbett6 followed in 1907.
More recently comment has been made by Boucher7; Sheard & Hurst8 and Bode9 but
undoubtedly the most thorough study to have been published is that by Banks &
Schofield10 in 1968.
To date the Banks & Schofield study has remained the definitive work bringing
together research of local historians and the engineering knowledge of the joint
authors.
Extensive field work provided Banks & Schofield with a set of surveys that accurately
portrayed visible remains as they were between 1958 and 1968.
In addition to such published work it was known that the site had attracted individuals
who carried out their own research, most of which had fortunately been deposited
with local institutions and has been traced for use in the current project11.
In conjunction with numerous field trips an examination of this available data
confirmed that major surface features at Wet Earth Colliery would have to remain out
of reach for the time being.
Similarly it was concluded that the underground aspect of Brindleys drainage scheme
had previously been ignored even with 19 adits (allocated an alphabetical code for
ease of reference) being accessible on the river bank between Giants Seat and the
M62 motorway bridge.
The close proximity of the mine to these adits, coupled with standard practise of
draining workings via soughs, suggested that one or more of the adits would possibly
be linked to the colliery itself.
On 16 June 1990 the first meeting of WECEG took place with a 13 strong team
assembling on site.
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Archaeologist, geologist, historian and conservationist were present as a cross section
representing the diversity of interests that were concerned for the future success of
Clifton Country Park.
The party set off with a clear objective in mind.
To explore a tunnel said by Banks & Schofield to drain the colliery dry dock, and
although nothing formal had been arranged it was hoped to determine whether or not
the tunnel was of greater importance.
Doubt had been cast on Banks & Schofields findings when preliminary exploration in
the 1980’s revealed that the tunnel continued far beyond its supposed end12.

Photograph showing the original party proceeding upstream towards Giants Seat
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Chapter Three – The First Survey of Tunnel E (main tunnel)
Entry to the system was gained through a broken grille which ironically had been
placed originally to prevent unauthorised access.
The warm air above ground was immediately replaced by the cool, surprisingly fresh
air within the tunnel.
Natural ventilation appeared to be functioning correctly somewhat dispelling the fear
that noxious gases would be present.
Within feet of the
entrance a square shaft
had been set into the
roof and although a
solid capping prevented
confirmation it is
almost certain that this
was a drain for one
section of Fletchers
Canal.
First impressions were of a tunnel far too large, even allowing for the cheapness of
eighteenth century labour, to have been used merely for drainage purposes.
True floor level was
obscured by a covering
of silt but even so it
was estimated that the
tunnel would have been
some 6ft high by 4ft
wide.
Pick marks were visible
in the soft sandstone
and their angle of cut
indicated that the tunnel
had been driven from
the river bank rather
than from the colliery.
The following pages detail some of the features noted along the main tunnel route.

Two passages, E1 and E2 ran to the left of the main tunnel. Both were of square
section and cut fairly high above the silt floor level.
E1 soon ended at a circular
shaft which had been capped
less than 18 inches above the
tunnel roof level. The floor
beneath the shaft comprised a
soft silt material which may
have been infill indicating
that either the shaft continued
to a lower level, or there had
been constant erosion due to
a large frequent water flow.
Due to estimated distance, positioning and comparison with the ordnance survey maps
it appeared that tunnel E1 had been the tunnel serving the drydock and boatyard.
E2 proved to be much longer running uphill before bifurcating.
The larger passage turned at 90 degrees and ran for some distance before coming to
an abrupt end. A smaller passage ran ahead quickly becoming silted to within inches
of roof level.
Back in the main tunnel,
brickwork was visible in the
right hand wall indicating
that a shaft or passage had
been sealed, E3.
Intriguingly the handmade
bricks had been laid to form a
slight curve, possibly taking
pressure from whatever lay
beyond.

Tunnel E (main tunnel) changed shape from a ‘pointed’ roof to a ‘flat’ roof as it drew
close to the Irwell Valley Fault zone. Both views are looking inbye.

A large square chamber,
E4, had been cut to the left
of the main tunnel. The
chamber was separated
from yet another tunnel by
a partly collapsed brick
wall but deep silt below 2ft
of ochre stained water
prevented investigation.

A square section shaft had been
cut through the sandstone, the
upper section being brick lined.
A corrugated capping was
visible.

Approximately 20ft beyond E4
a heavy clay deposit could be
seen on the right hand side of
the passage.
The angle of the tunnel walls at
this point indicated that there
was possibly a mouthing
behind the clay stopping.

The main tunnel itself took on
a different form becoming
brick lined with frequent
changes in direction, possibly
indicating that we were now
inside the Irwell Valley Fault
zone.

As the brick lined section gave
way to shale it was apparent that
we were within the Irwell Valley
Fault Zone.

Approximately 15m into the shale
section the tunnel was obstructed
by a mass of steelwork and rubble

From the roof of the tunnel a small
diameter shaft, E5, led to the
surface.
Of great interest were two pipes
which stood vertical in the shaft.

Sketch detailing layout of the pump shaft
E4 (taken from a survey by Weston and
Smith in 1971)

Tunnels could be seen to left and
right of the main tunnel.
The right hand tunnel, E6, appeared
to run uphill with a rock floor mostly
covered in a sticky ochre clay.
View from E5 into E6 with an
‘explorer’ travelling back down
towards E5.

The left hand tunnel, E7, ran slightly
downwards having a sloped roof supported on
its right by a random packed stone wall.
View looking from E5 towards E7.
Within 20ft of dropping into the left hand
tunnel, E7, the section opened into a large
tunnel which became brick lined in the distance.
At the same point a small brick lined passage
entered from the right but once again deep ochre
stained water prevented further exploration.

Moving inbye from the pump shaft E5, the strata continued as shale.

Confirming the weakness of the surrounding rock,
rails had been inserted across the tunnel as roof
supports, E8.

Having travelled below the loading basin a
further three rails supported the roof in front
of what could only be described as a brick
doorway, E9.

Still working through the
shale, the tunnel appeared
to continue ahead
although a large deposit
of silt and fireclay
prevented exploration,
E10.

The main tunnel seemed
to end at a collapsed
brick wall which, on
investigation, proved to
be a high circular shaft
constructed from dressed
stone blocks, E11.
An arched passage
formed the top part of the
shaft whilst a random
stone wall sealed the
whole area.
This location had been
surveyed and drawn by
Banks & Schofield &
was immediately
identified as the side weir
from the colliery loading
basin.

Undoubtedly a valuable exercise, the first survey proved that tunnel E was of
considerable importance and hinted that much would probably be revealed by a more
detailed examination of the adjacent tunnels.

Chapter Four – The Next Stage
Work was soon underway to reveal more about the system and a breakthrough came
with the discovery of a survey completed by two Salford University students who had
explored tunnel E and its adjacent areas in 197113.
Their report echoed our initial findings and, along with a detailed map, indicated that
nothing below ground appeared to have changed between 1971 and 1990.
From the outset it was obvious that the pump shaft, E4, begged attention and after a
search on the north side of the basin, Wes Halton, the country park warden was able
to locate its buried capping.
Below ground the shaft and its
environs had been largely cleared of
infill thus revealing more of the
pipework whilst at the same time
allowing many gallons of water to
drain into the lower lying left hand
tunnel, E7.
Bearing in mind the amount of water
flowing along this new route (a slight
flow was also observed coming from
the small brick lined passage) it was
surprising that there was no
appreciable rise in the water level
along its length.

Small tunnel to the right of E7 given
the name ‘ochre canal’.
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The fact that flooding didn’t occur was an interesting point which indicated that there
could be an outlet in the distance or even that the system was so extensive it could
easily absorb the additional fluid.
It was an intrepid pair who eventually entered the water in an attempt to solve the
mystery.
The unspoken hope was to exit on the river bank but with ochry silt quickly reaching
waist height, success seemed a long way off.
On leaving the junction with E7, several
notable features were observed14.
What had appeared to be a large pipe
running across the tunnel was in fact a
timber support preventing the lined
walls from collapsing inwards.
Although initially difficult movement
became easier inside the brick lined
section where a solid floor could be felt
beneath the silt.
The tunnel lining did not remain
constant for the whole of its length and
underwent three changes in dimension
before it entered a strata of good
sandstone.

At its start the lining
was seven bricks deep
giving a narrow almost
‘conduit’ feel to the
tunnel.
The first section gave
way to a larger area
which was essentially
lined although the
lining had mostly fallen
away from the
surrounding strata
revealing a depth of
only one brick.
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Once again, the tunnel became
lower, this time due to a lining
five bricks thick.
The tunnel changed height
several times and as the brick
lining ended, the section passed
back into sandstone.

An examination of the
immediate area revealed what
looked to be a passage going
ahead at water level whilst an
opening, partly bricked could
be seen to the left.

The photos do not really show
how bad conditions were inside
the tunnel. The semi fluidic
silt was waist deep, numbingly
cold and ‘oozed’ into every
exposed part of the body. In a
most un-nerving way the silt
even found its way into
‘hidden’ parts of the body!
At this stage we had little idea
that the ochre was really quite
poisonous!
After several minutes
contemplation it was realised
with a shock that we were
standing in the passage beyond
the square chamber, E4, a point
which we had previously
thought inaccessible due to
depth of the ochry silt.

Probing confirmed that a mixture of twigs and silt blocked the entrance to a tunnel
which continued at a lower level than the main body of E4 and on the basis of this it
seemed reasonable to judge that, with the exception of natural seepage, this lower
tunnel was the route by which water was draining.

When plotted it became obvious that we had followed a route parallel to, but several
feet lower than the main section of tunnel E.
Less obvious however was the reason for such a duplication.
An idea began forming that this could be part of the tailrace passing between the
wheel chamber at Wet Earth and the river bank and, although something of a gamble
(Banks & Schofield had previously mapped the tailrace to the south east of the
loading basin) certain fact appeared to back up this theory.
A bearing taken along the small brick lined tunnel (ochre canal) showed that it headed
in the general direction of the main colliery area, the only likely reason for this would
be mine drainage.
The foundations for a brick wall were found across the passage E7 indicating that this
tunnel had at one time been sealed thus severing the connection with E5 and
preventing water from passing back into the main tunnel.
Diagram showing the whole of tunnel E (main tunnel).

